**Hortonova & Hortinet**

Tenax Hortonova is a white bi-oriented plastic mesh designed specifically for the support of vegetables and flowers. This support creates an environment in which crops receive maximum exposure to light and air and damage to valuable flower crops is minimised. Hortonova is light but very strong. It is UV stabilised, resistant to pesticides, chemical agents and rust.

Excellent for supporting climbing vegetables like beans, peas, cucumbers.

Hortonova is available in 3 different grid sizes and 1000m rolls.

- **Code: FG** - Mesh size 150mm x 170mm
  - 4FG (3sq.) 0.51m x 1000m $144.00/roll
  - 6FG (5sq.) 0.85m x 1000m $188.00/roll
  - 7FG (6sq.) 1.02m x 1000m $220.00/roll
  - 8FG (7sq.) 1.19m x 1000m $244.00/roll

- **Code: FGPO** - Mesh size 125mm x 125mm
  - 9FGPO (8sq.) 1m x 1000m $290.00/roll
  - 10FGPO (9sq.) 1.125m x 1000m $320.00/roll
  - 11FGPO (10sq.) 1.25m x 1000m $348.00/roll

**Hortinet vegetable support netting** - 13FG (12sq.) 2.04 x 1000m $420.00/roll.

The most popular sizes of Hortonova - 7FG, 9FGPO & 13FG - are also available in 100m rolls.

- **7FG** (6sq.) 1.02m x 100m $54.00/roll
- **9FGPO** (8sq.) 1m x 100m $64.00/roll
- **13FG** (12sq.) 2.04m x 100m $98.00/roll

**Millennium - Silver**

- **FENCING**
- **PET/STOCK CONTROL**
- **TRELLIS**
- **SHRUB/TREE PROTECTION**

Millennium is an innovative new fencing material, with very high tensile strength, thanks to the molecular orientation in both longitudinal and transversal directions. The unique silver colour and shape of the mesh make Millennium an ideal lightweight alternative to metallic nets.

Millennium is easy to install, it is rustproof, strong but flexible; it does not conduct electricity or effect electromagnetic fields. Millennium is particularly suitable for bio-architecture, pet/stick control, security or safety fencing, sports fencing and any temporary fencing.

Excellent for supporting climbing plants or for shrub/tree protection. Permanent ‘silver’ colour.

Weight 200gm/sqm, mesh size 33mm x 36mm, tensile strength - 11.5 kN/m & 16.0 kN/m.

Available in rolls 1m x 50m, 2m x 50m and 4m x 50m and also in cut lengths.

- **Millennium 1m x 50m** $190.00/roll
- **2m x 50m** $380.00/roll
- **4m x 50m** $700.00/roll

Millennium in both 1m and 2m widths can be cut to length as required for $7.60/sqm.

**Cintoflex D-M**

- **FENCING**
- **PET/STOCK CONTROL**
- **LIGHTWEIGHT**
- **HIGH STRENGTH**

Tenax Cintoflex is a lightweight, high strength, polypropylene mesh also manufactured by means of extrusion and bi-directional molecular orientation.

The addition of special additives ensures a high level of resistance to UV degradation.

Cintoflex is an excellent lightweight fencing material ideal for use on sports courts and golf courses, pet and stock (or people) control. Often used for bird & pest exclusion - barns, nurseries, berry cages and over ponds or tanks. Cintoflex D is also used for plaster reinforcement.

Cintoflex is black and weighs 70gm/sqm. Tensile strength - long. 4.5 kN/m - trans. 6.5kN/m.

- **Cintoflex E** 12mm x 14mm mesh size. Available in rolls 1m x 100m and 2m x 100m.
- **Cintoflex M** 17mm x 24mm mesh size. Available in rolls 1m x 100m, 1.5m x 100m & 2m x 100m.
- **Cintoflex D** 21mm x 34mm mesh size. Available in rolls 1m x 100m, 2m x 100m and 3m x 100m.

**Full Rolls** - 1m x 100m $180.00/roll.
- 1.5m x 100m $270.00/roll
- 2m x 100m $350.00/roll
- 3m x 100m $510.00/roll

**Cintoflex mesh size E, M & D - 1m or 2m wide** are also available in cut lengths - $3.20/sqm.

**Cintoflex M 1m x 10m** $26.00

Prices do not include GST. Freight ex Christchurch charged at cost. Please contact Paul for any enquiry or for a freight inclusive quotation.

Polynet Products Limited are New Zealand agents for Tenax International. We are able to access a wide range of products - from products used in Geosynthetics and Construction to those used in Agriculture & Horticulture, as well as for Home & Garden use.

Please visit www.Tenax.net to see the full range and then contact Polynet Products Limited for a quotation and availability of products required.
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see: www.polynet.co.nz
**GIGAN / DRAGON** - Safety/Snow Fence - Heavy Duty!
- **SAFETY FENCING** • 1.2m • HIGH STRENGTH • DURABLE • LONG LASTING •

The unmatched tensile strength and durability makes these mono orientated meshes ideal for use on building sites and around excavations or as a snow or sand fence.

Top quality - superior strength and longevity.

Easy to erect with standard warratahs/posts and rolls up to a compact roll.

**Gigan Safety/Snow Net** - heavyweight - 450g/m, tensile strength 16kN/m.
Colour stable in high impact orange or low impact enviro. friendly green.
Gigan 1.2m x 30m - Orange or Green $160.00/roll

**Dragon Safety Net** - medium weight - 250g/sqm. tensile strength 11kN/m.
Dragon 1.2m x 50m - Orange $160.00/roll

---

**QUADRA 05** Drying mesh - Food grade. Fencing / Ventilation

Quadra 05 is used for drying food products such as apricots, tomatoes, peppers, figs etc.

The 4mm sq. apertures are the ideal size to allow effective air circulation - improving the removal of moisture while minimising physical contact but still supporting the food. Quadra 05 mesh is strong and rigid, it weighs 270gm/sqm, it is tear resistant and has heavier selvages down each side. Also ideal for use as fencing, rigid windbreak or hothouse/aviary ventilation!

Quadra 05 - White - 1m x 50m $190.00/roll or cut to length as required 1m wide - $7.60/m.

---

**QUADRA 10 - Silver** Fencing / Plant Protection / Ventilation

Multi-use extruded mesh in an attractive Silver colour, ideal for use as fencing or on gates, plant protection or hothouse/aviary ventilation. Quadra 10 mesh is strong and rigid, weighs 280gm/sqm, it is tear resistant and has heavier selvages down each side. It is UV Resistant and rated for 5 years use outdoors.

Quadra 10 - Silver - 1.5m x 50m $260.00/roll, 1.5m x 5m $40.00/roll or cut to length as required 1.5m wide - $10.00/m.

---

**MOSQUITO - PLUS** Polypropylene Insect Screen

Tenax Mosquito Plus is an extruded polypropylene mesh with very small (0.8mm) holes giving protection from mosquitoes, sandflies, spiders and other insects.

Mosquito Plus is of very regular design & form, is easy to cut, shape for many uses.

The grey/silver colour provides approximately 50% shade & screening.

Mosquito Plus is available in rolls 1m x 50m, 1m x 10m or cut lengths as required.

Mosquito Plus 1m x 50m $180.00/roll, 1m x 10m $60.00 or $7.20/cut metre.

---

**TENAX - RF1** - Plaster and Concrete Reinforcement
- **ANTI-CRACKING** • EASY TO INSTALL • LIGHTWEIGHT • HIGH STRENGTH •

TENAX RF1 is an effective anti-cracking, reinforcement solution used in concrete flooring, paths and driveways. Also used to support and reinforce plaster construction.

TENAX RF1 is a rectangular polypropylene mesh manufactured by means of extrusion followed by a bi-directional molecular orientation. This achieves a very high strength net that is tear resistant while also being flexible and light.

TENAX RF1 is grey or silver in colour, weighs 160gm/sqm and has a mesh size 30mm x 45mm.

Tensile strength - longitudinal direction 9.3 kN/m - transversal direction 17.0kN/m.

For use in concrete slabs with a thickness of 5-6cm and screeds up to 3-4cm.

TENAX RF1 - 1m x 50m $160.00/roll. TENAX RF1 - 2m x 50m $320.00/roll.

TENAX RF1 in both 1m and 2m widths can be cut to length as required for $6.40/sqm.

Prices do not include GST. Freight ex Christchurch charged at cost. Please contact Paul for any enquiry or for a freight inclusive quotation.